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BRIT SUPERFLEX
A white, opaque, acrylic additive for use with BRITFLEXI grout where extra flexibility is required for areas 

subject to movement, such timber floors that have NOT been strengthened with 15mm plywood.  
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INTENDED USE:
BRIT SUPERFLEX can be used in conjunction with all wall and floor tiles including ceramics, slate, 
porcelain, limestone, marble and mosaics. The addition of BRIT SUPERFLEX liquid to BRITFLEXI 
grout will cause the grout to dry marginally darker than the standard colour.

MIXING RATIO:
Dilute 1lt of BRIT SUPERFLEX liquid with 1.5lt of cold water. The resulting liquid can then be used 
with BRITFLEXI grout as a direct replacement for the standard water addition. For further 
instructions for use follow the advice given on the grout packaging.

COVERAGE:
The 2.5ltr of diluted material will be sufficient to mix with the following:

- 4 x 2.5kg when mixing grey, silver grey, anthracite, chocolate and black

- 3 x 2.5kg when mixing white jasmine, limestone and beige

TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
All work should be carried out in accordance with BS5385 and BS8000, The Code of Practice 
for the installation of floor and wall tiles.

RECOMMENDED TOOLS & FLOOR MAINTENANCE:
BRIT ADHESIVES recommend the use of BRIGHT IDEAS range of tiling tools. 

STORAGE:
Store unopened in original packaging in cool, dry conditions. BRIT SUPERFLEX has a shelf life of 
12 months from the date shown on the packaging.

HEALTH & SAFETY:
Wear protective clothing, safety goggles and safety gloves.

Notes: The information given is without prejudice and is believed to be accurate and complete. 
BRIT ADHESIVES goods are guaranteed against defective materials but we have no control over 
the site conditions, misuse of the product or the quality of the workmanship. BRIT ADHESIVES 
accepts no liability for any direct or indirect consequential loss or damages arising or resulting 
from the use of this information. Timber subfloors should be installed according to manufacturers’ 
instructions and site conditions should be taken into consideration.


